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Abstract

Multi-day trip itinerary planning is complex and time consuming task, from selecting a list of worth visiting 
POIs to arranging them into an itinerary with various constraints and requirements. In this paper, we present 
CYTRIP, a multi-day trip itinerary planning system that engages human computation (i.e. crowd recommendation)
to collaboratively recommend POIs by providing a shared workspace. CYTRIP takes input the collective 
intelligence of crowd (i.e. recommended POIs) to build a multi-day trip itinerary taking into account user’s 
preferences, various time constraints and locations. Furthermore, we explain how we engage crowd in our system. 
The planning problem and domain are formulated as AI planning using PDDL3. The preliminary empirical 
experiments show that our domain formulation is applicable to both single-day and multi-day trip planning.

1. Introduction

Planning a multi-day trip itinerary before travelling to a 
city is one of the most important yet a time consuming task.
In order to plan a multi-day trip, one needs to find and select 
a set of worth visiting point of interests (POIs) and arrange 
the POIs into an itinerary. However, despite the variety of 
options regarding tourist destinations or attractions available
on internet, tourists frequently are not capable to cope with 
such huge volume of choices. To reduce the options, some 
people might ask their circle of acquaintances to suggest 
some interesting places of a city to visit.

In order to find the popular POIs for travel route 
recommendations, several works [4, 12, 13] have explored
the wisdom of the crowd through overwhelming images 
shared by various people on online media sharing sites e.g. 
Flickr. Furthermore, travel route search problems are 
commonly formulated as The Tourist Design Problems [3]
such as Orienteering Problem with Time Windows [4, 7, 11,
13] and Traveling Salesman Problem [14]. To solve the 
problems, various search algorithms with heuristic [3] are 
employed, namely iterated local search [11], taboo search [7], 
and genetic algorithm [14].

On the other hand, Recommendation Systems (RSs) with 
various techniques [6] have been extensively engaged to 
reduce the huge amount of tourism information on internet 
and offer tourist destinations. The RSs prediction models are 
typically built using large data set. However, for which the 
complete model is not known, especially those that require 
input from humans, human computation has emerged as a 
powerful and inexpensive approach [5, 8].

In this paper, we introduce CYTRIP, a multi-day trip 
planning system that engages human computation (i.e.
crowd) to collaboratively recommend POIs through a shared 
workspace. As stated in [10], there are various motivations
(e.g. free will, appeal to knowledge) of people in 

participating online activities, e.g. recommending POIs to 
friends and acquaintances. As it is becoming easier to share 
recommendations and opinions online with people social 
graphs online, these are increasingly enter personal friend 
space. Seeing a friend recommend something, either directly 
or through their actions, may affect ones’ desire to try it 
themselves.

In CYTRIP, instead of asking user to specify the general 
category, for example, Natural Sites, we go beyond into the 
subcategories. Our assumption is clear, for example, a person 
might not like to visit a mountain but visiting a beach is in 
high preference. Thus, in our system, a user can specify what 
they like in general using subcategories and what kind of 
places they would like to visit for the current visit. This 
approach can reduce crowd’s work in recommending POIs to 
the user because why would they bother to recommend 
something that a person does not specify?

In solving trip planning problem, CYTRIP is similar to [9], 
that is, formulating the problem as AI planning problem in 
PDDL and using existing planner to solve it. However, the 
work in [9] is only applicable for single-day trip, but our 
planning problem is more complex, that is, a multi-day trip 
planning with various time constraints and various start and 
end locations. At the time of writing this paper and to the 
best of our knowledge, there is no existing published work 
that formulates multi-day trip planning problem in PDDL3
[1]. Furthermore, our domain formulation can be applied to 
both single-day and multi-day trip planning.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the architecture and overview of CYTRIP, crowd 
recommendation and itinerary generation. The preliminary 
empirical experimental results described in section 3. Finally, 
we finish with conclusions and further works in section 4.

2. CYTRIP : Architecture and Overview
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We propose CYTRIP, a multi-day trip itinerary planning 
system based on crowdsourced POIs recommendation. The 
goal of CYTRIP is to automatically generate a multi-day trip 
itinerary satisfying user’s various time constraints taking into 
account user’s preferences, POIs’ time windows and the 
distance among POIs. In our work, we focus on planning the 
trip in Seoul, the capital city of South Korea.

Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of CYTRIP.
CYTRIP is composed of User Interface (UI), Core Module 
(CM) and Planner (PL). User, crowd, and system 
communicate and interact with each other through UI.
Shared workspace is a part of UI for the crowd to add 
recommendation and vote for the recommended POIs. CM 
builds and manages User Repository and POIs Repository. It
also generates planning problem and sends it to PL. PL
solves the problem sent by CM and sends the solution to CM. 
CM then parses the solution given by AP into a plan. The 
plan is then displayed to user as an itinerary through UI.

(Figure 1) CYTRIP System Architecture

A. Crowdsourced POIs Recommendation
In our term, crowd is anyone who is willing to contribute 

by recommending POIs. Once a user requests for a 
recommendation, CM opens and reveals the task. Everyone 
can see the task, either registered users on the system or 
outside of the system. The requesting user can also share the 
task on social media (e.g. Facebook).

(Figure 2) Crowd workspace is a shared workspace for 
crowd to collaboratively recommend POIs to user.

Figure 2 depicts the shared workspace. The crowd can 
open the task and will be directed to the shared workspace to 
see the current recommendation. The leftmost side shows the 
list of the preferences (categories and subcategories) 
generated by system based on user’s input. In the Add new 
poi workspace (the popup window), crowd chooses one of 

the subcategories specified by user and system populates all 
the POIs that belong to that subcategory. The crowd can 
either select one of them or input a new one. The location 
and POI selection in our system is integrated with Google 
Map for the ease of use to users. The visit duration of a POI 
is determined by crowd as they are assumed to have 
experience in visiting the POIs they recommend. Once the 
Add to workspace button is clicked, the new recommended 
POI is saved and shown on the workspace and can be seen by 
others. If the contributing crowd is connected to social media 
and agrees to post status on her social media, system will 
automatically post a status on her social media with 
something like 

“I just recommended Namsan Tower to Priska Aprilia for 
her visit to Seoul. Please help her by recommending the 
places you know”.
The automatic status update on social media by system is 
used as a way to attract more people to contribute to the 
recommendation task.

In our proposed system, another individual of crowd can 
vote up a recommended POI. The “like” button of Facebook
inspires this “vote up” idea. We introduce this “vote up”
feature due to no duplication allowed in recommending POIs. 
And it is used to determine how popular the POI among the 
crowd is. This information is used by system in calculating 
the POI priority in next section.

User can specify general preference (GP) and current
preference (CP) by selecting one or more categories of POIs. 
The categories are based on the categories provided by 
Korean Tourism Organization (KTO). In our preference 
selection, we have categories and subcategories. For example, 
Natural Sites category has Beaches, Caves, Waterfalls,
Botanical Gardens, etc. as the subcategories. The general 
assumption oPrf having CP is user might have different 
categories of preference for each visit which might also be 
different from GP. For example, a user does not specify 
Museums as her GP but for the current visit, she travels with 
her friend and her friend likes visiting a museum. In this case, 
the user can specify Museums as CP. The level of preference 
over a subcategory is defined using score ranging from 10 to 
100. The higher the score given by a user to a subcategory,
the more the user prefers it. Note that, 100 score given to a
POI does not mean it is a must visit POI. It indicates how 
much a user prefers a subcategory to the others.

In order for system to generate multi-day trip itinerary, 
user is required to enter her timetables and specific start and 
end location. If the timetables and start and end locations are 
same for each day, user just needs to input one otherwise user 
can adjust it. Note that start and end locations are not POIs
but they are locations from and to where the user would like
to start and end the journey, e.g. hotels. The accommodation 
recommendation is out of this paper discussion.

B. Itinerary Generation
After getting a list of crowd recommended POIs, the 

further challenge is how to transform those POIs into a multi-
day trip itinerary. In our work, we formulate the multi-day 
trip planning problem as Artificial Intelligence planning 
problem using PDDL3 [1] taking as input the recommended 
POIs and user’s requirements which makes our planning 
problem formulation dynamic. The planning problem 
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consists of five parts:
1. Objects are composed of three type of objects which are

day, location, and poi.
2. Initial state is a list of all the ground atoms that are true 

initially. The ground atoms in the initial state are 
described by the means of functions and predicates. The 
predicates used in our planning problem are as follows

(located_at p l) defines poi p is located at location l
(open_on l d) indicates location l is open on day d
(person_at_on l d) indicates a person is at location l
on day d
(current-day d) defines d as the initial day of the trip
(day-next d1 d2) indicates day d1 is the day after d2.
Note that, if the trip is single-day, day-next will be not 
specified.
(at-now l) indicates l as the current location. The 
value of at-now is changed upon the execution of 
move action (see domain formulation)
(at-next l1 12) defines the location transition 
between the end location l1 of current day and the 
start location 12 of next day.

Meanwhile, the functions used in our planning problems 
are as follows

(visit_duration p) and (priority p) define visit 
duration and priority of POI p, respectively.
(move_duration x y) defines the moving duration 
from location x to location y.
(opening_hour l), (closing_hour l), and 
(last_admission l) indicate the opening hour, 
closing hour, and last admission of location l, 
respectively.
(available_time d), (current_time d), (end_time 
d), (total_priority d) define the available time, 
current time, end time, and total priority of day d,
respectively.

3. Goal defines all the goals to be achieved. In our planning 
problem, the goals are the execution of visiting a list of 
POIs. The goal in our planning problem is specified using 
predicate (visited p) where p is a poi.

4. Plan constraints can be hard and soft constraints [1]. Hard 
constraints must be satisfied in any valid plan. In our 
planning problem, we define following hard constraints

Each location can be visited at most once 
( forall ( ?d - day ?l – location ) ( at-most-once
( at ?d ?l )))
At the end of day d, we want a plan to return to user’s 
specified location l
(at end (person_at_on l d))

5. Planning metric can be maximizing or minimizing a 
function or a set of functions. For our planning problem, 
we would like maximizing the objective function 
total_priority of each day in order to satisfy user 
preference. 

CM calculates the priority value for each recommended POI 
with the following equation:

{ *

**
Pr

Uvotepoi

Uvotepoi

SPpreferencespecificinpoiifNScore

GPpreferencespecificinpoiifNScorepoi (1)

For example, POI “Insadong” specified in CP is given 
score 90, and it gains one vote, therefore its priority PrInsadong

score is multip
the GP have lower priority than the ones in the CP. Note that, 
if a category is specified in both GP and CP, system 
considers the score given in CP.

To achieve specified goals in the problem, we specify three 
actions in our domain, namely move, visit, and change-
day. Note that, our domain definition can be used to solve 
both single and multi-day trip planning. Figure 3 depicts 
action move formulated in PDDL3 as a durative action.

(Figure 3) Action move formulated in PDDL3.

The parameters input for action move are the initial 
location ?x, destination location ?y, and day ?d. The 
conditions for this action are (1) A person is at initial 
place ?x on day ?d (2) Available time on day ?d is sufficient 
to move from ?x to ?y (3) the current day is ?d (4) 
location ?y is open on day ?d. The effects of this action 
assert that a person is at ?y, available time, current time and 
total moving time of day ?d are modified by moving time.

(Figure 4) Action visit formulated in PDDL3.

After moving, a visit action is needed to be taken. The 
action visit is shown in Figure 4. The action visit takes 
three parameters as input poi ?a and its corresponding 
location ?p, and also day ?d. The conditions for the visit
action to be applicable are (1) poi ?p is located at location ?l
(2) a person is already at location ?l (3) the poi ?p is not yet 
visited (4) current time of day ?d has to be greater or equal to 
the opening time of location ?l (5) the current time of day ?d
has to be smaller than the last admission time of location ?l
(6) the activity will be finished before closing hour of 
location ?l (7) available time of day ?d is greater than the 
visit duration of poi ?p. The effects of this action assert that 
(1) the poi ?p is visited (2) available and current time of 
day ?d are modified according to visit duration of poi ?p and 
(3) the total visit of day ?d is increased by 1.

For multi-day planning, we need to formulate an additional 
action, namely change-day (in Figure 5). This action is a 
non-durative action. Let us assume, user wants system to 
build a two-day trip itinerary. The user specifies that the 
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starting location and ending location of day 1 are A and B,
respectively. Meanwhile the starting location and ending 
location of day 2 are B and C, respectively. Therefore, in 
order to start a new day trip for day 2, a person needs to 
return to B first (see constraints in problem definition) which 
indicates the trip for day 1 has ended (line 3-4). Line 5 
indicates that there is another day ?d2 such day ?d2 is the 
next day of ?d1 and there is location ?l2 such that 
location ?l2 is the next location of ?l1. The value of 
predicates next-day and at-next are grounded in the initial 
state meanwhile the value of other predicates in this action
are modified throughout the states expansions through the 
actions. The change-day action will not be executed if the 
planning problem is a single-day.

(Figure 5) Action change-day formulated in PDDL3.

3. Preliminary Empirical Experimental Result

We used the dataset provided by Korean Government. 
TourAPI1 was used to get the POIs of Seoul. SGPLan [2]
version 522 was used to solve our planning problem. The 
planner participated in The Fifth International Planning 
Competition (IPC-5) 2 in 2006. In our experiments, CM 
calculates the moving duration using Google Map service.
Different experiments were done to evaluate the feasibility 
of our approach and domain formulation. The first one was 
the experiments dealing with the single-day trip planning, 
meanwhile the second one was dealing with multi-day trip 
planning (i.e. two-day and three-day) with various time 
constraints and various start and end locations. The
experiments used the same domain formulation, the 
difference laid on the problem formulations.

4. Conclusion and Further Work

Planning a multi-day trip itinerary is often a difficult and 
complex problem, starting from selecting a list of POIs and 
arranging them into an itinerary with various constraints. To 
reduce the complexity and the state space of a planning 
algorithm to find a solution to a multi-day trip planning
problem, human computation can be engaged to contribute to 
the POIs generation process. In this paper, we present 
CYTRIP, a multi-day trip itinerary planning system which
engages human (i.e. crowd) in recommending POIs. CYTRIP
provides a shared workspace to draw collective intelligence 
of crowd by enabling the crowd to collaboratively contribute 
to the task of POIs recommendation. Later, the 
recommendations from crowd becomes AI planning problem. 
Our preliminary empirical experimental results show that our 
domain formulation in PDDL3 can be applied to both single 
and multi-day trip planning by defining more actions and 
predicates. However, since we are still developing our 

1 Available on http://api.visitkorea.or.kr/main.do accessed on April 10th, 
2015
2 http://ipc.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/Planners accessed on April 27th, 2015

system user interface, we leave experimenting with the 
involvement of the crowd as our further work for further 
validation of our hypotheses.
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